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Abstract: The measurement of the geological features of Earth, including mountain peaks, islands, coastlines, 
rivers, ancient archeological sites, and, Holy sites, using a protractor, ruler, and compass, along with a Mercator 
Projection map (used in navigation and aviation), that plainly show that their locations, which current science says 
should be random, are, in fact, aligned at the cardinal angles, and their divisors, based on the 360 degree protractor. 
With Easter Rapa Nui Island (first mapped Easter Sunday,1722, meaning “Navel of the World”) and it’s 90 degree 
north/south alignment with the intersect-point of the Dine’ Tribe Holy Mountains in the Four-Corner states of 
Arizona/Colorado/New Mexico/Utah. With world famous Easter Rapa Nui Island as the center and starting-point of 
a geometric/geographic pattern and story, encompassing the globe, proving intelligent design and fulfilling ancient 
recorded prophesies.  
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Intelligent Mathematical/Geometrical Placement and Alignments of the Geological and Archeological 
Landmarks of Earth, and, the same Mathematical/Geometrical Pattern in Astrophysical Landmarks of the 
Heavens, including: Stars, Nebulas, Kilonovas, Radio-Burst, Galaxies, and the Map of the Cosmos; Revealing 
a Story In Geometry-Based Pictographs Language, Constructed of Mountains and Galaxies, and even Our 
Very Histories and Holy Sites, That Tell A Message Uniting All People, Nations, and Religions, While Proving 
That The Historical Figure, Named, JESUS, Was/Is GOD’s Son; Including, the Fulfilled Prophesies of The 
World’s Tribes and Religious Texts, and more. 

 
Introduction: 

Since spoken and recorded history, mankind has 
told of GOD mathematically arranging the universe. 
This theme is a main part of many of the world’s 
religion’s and people’s historical records. Holy 
Mountains, as well as the cardinal directions of the 
compass, are a common description all over Earth.  

Many have shown isolated examples of 
geometry of the stars, planets, lay-lines of ancient 
sites on earth, and cities aligned in star-patterns, 
mountains in the shape of faces and things, even 
naming landmarks for the shape they look like like. It 
is part of our nature to look for patterns, and is not a 
psychological defect. With the advancements of 
satellite and aerial mapping of the Earth, and the 
advancements of observing and mapping the 
Heavens, these have given people the opportunity to 
measure our world in a reliable way, as opposed to 
the hand-drawn maps of a few short years ago, which 
may leave doubt. (No credit to the internet, though, 
since their dominance comes from the destruction of 
our city mercantile infrastructure, main street mom 
and dad businesses, and the great Map Stores that 
every small city used to have, till only a few years 
ago. With “free’ maps on the internet, this killed the 

advancement of print maps and stores, leaving few 
choices. These papers will show that all mistakes are 
meant to be, though, so we forgive and learn.)  

Of the many things these findings show, with 
mathematically-sound proof, from the start of the 
discovery process and riddle, is that all the world’s 
local lore, to, the major religious texts and events, 
and names of places, are accurately prophesized in 
the very findings these papers report, supplying a 
historic narrative to the mathematic lines being 
drawn.  

The story of deciphering these findings, is itself 
one of prophesy fulfillments and pre-planned destiny 
of every one of us (to an extent, for we can choose to 
do wrong to others, or, not do anything, or, to be 
good).  

Many of the clues to deciphering this story 
came from “chance” meetings of people with 
knowledge I needed to hear, and other clues GOD 
left in my paths. Part of these science papers and 
books will be acknowledging Divine interventions 
and miracles and mistakes in all our lives, as well as 
nations and cities. You will see this in this study’s 
findings. As promised, GOD turns our mistakes into 
advantages. This is the marriage of Science and 
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Religion, and it is GOD’s revelation, designed to 
humble mankind with HIS mind-spinning concepts, 
scope, details, and message. Forcing people to 
question all conclusions they had previously held as 
absolute, changing society by new facts and 
knowledge, nullifying past religious and political 
arguments, because they were based on half the story. 
This paper will start with the introduction evidence, 
in summary form, which is also the start of the story 
within the geometry. Every photo and page within is 
a book unto itself. Once these findings are introduced 
and understood, these papers will delve deeper into 
the details and side-stories of this message and riddle 
of GOD, which concludes with GOD’s hilarious 
insult for all mankind, and another riddle for the 
world to unite and solve, as well as acting as an 
announcement at the return of JESUS, GOD’s son, 

and the world’s Savior, and Judgement Day (see old 
and new testiments and other world histories for the 
complete story).  
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